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Another word for embrace the opportunity

Sign in to have something bigger as part of it; Include: Choose and follow (a course) Receive or accept with pleasure or satisfaction Understanding as having a specific meaning. To acquire, bring or introduce. Assume and carry successfully, as part of an actor; represent or act; to support. To compose or contain: The
definition of exhaustive is widely covered or understood. To grasp firmly in or with the hand; Enter. To help or help, especially in an emotional sense. Exploit, for example, sexually. To have in it; Hold, lock or include Include and plan; take into account to integrate a group, class, set or total as (new) party or member.
circumscribed Who circumscribed or described including (almost) everything in its scope Formed or organized and maintained as a legal society. (United States, military) Written Presidential Certificate recognizing the service of personnel who died or were wounded in combat between 1917 and 1918, or died in service
between 1941 and 1947, or died as a result of injuries sustained in Korea between June 27, 1950 and July 27, 1954. The service of civilians who have died abroad or as a result of injuries or illnesses contracted while serving in civilian service in the United States Armed Forces during the dates and/or in the prescribed
areas is similarly recognized. A clasp in the arms; Kiss. The union of something with an already existing body; Association; Intimate union; Assimilation such as, the incorporation of conquered countries into the Roman republic. Touching or fondling in a loving or loving way. The definition of circumscribe means drawing a
circle around something, or closing or restricting. Hold on or adhere to something, such as grabbing, sticking, kissing or intertwining: (archaic) Kissing, kissing. The clutch is defined as to grasp or hold firmly. To have something bigger as part of it; include or include. Cradle is defined as putting in a low bed for an infant or
holding in a protective manner. (Intransitive) To kiss affectionately, lie down together comfortably. To give a body shape to; Incarnate. Move in a circle (intransitive) To hold or contain. To go from a compact to an extended position; unfold: To tread (things) together; to meddle confusedly; assemble without order or
system. Combine or join something already formed; Be part of another thing Include; incarnate To show love for kissing, caressing, kissing, etc. Make an effort to meet the needs of a group or community. Often used with: To approach or hold close, as for comfort or in Hug. For the wind, like a wire around another, or like
any flexible substance around another body. (Intransitive) Commit to (an obligation, an activity, etc.). (Euphemism, usually reflexive) Gaining Weight To Relieve Care or Suffering: Refuse to Admit, Consider, Consider, etc.; whitewashing; Preventing entry, happening or being Reject; Have no confidence, faith or trust
doubtful; Suspect Refuse to accept (someone) as a lover, spouse or friend; Rebuff. Refuse to accept socially; Avoid having social contact with: To cause to wait or delay. To focus on, emphasize To hide in the breast; Hide To draw or hold on to itself Include (intransitive) To get used to or acquire skills to a task.
Implement, employ, put into service. To have to do with it; Affect concern to offer in good faith; Commitment: (Intransitive) To clean by sweeping. To keep it expensive; feel or show love to refuse to believe or accept; Reject: To use or expose in action: Find another word to kiss. In this page, you can discover 78
synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions, and related words to embrace, such as: encompass, adopt, welcome, accept, take, support, lock, hug, understand, complete and clasp. / 'SEE SYNONYMS FOR embrace ON THESAURUS.COMto take or hug; Press the breast. hug.to take or receive willingly or eagerly;
willing to accept: to embrace a idea.to avail themselves of: to embrace a opportunity.to adopt (profession, religion, etc.): to embrace the Buddhism.to take with the eye or the mind.to to surround; surround enclose.to include or contain: An encyclopedia embraces a large number of subjects.an act or an example of kissing.
We collected some interesting words given to Portuguese English ... as well as some that simply do not translate at all. You know what they mean? Which of the following animal names traces its immediate origin to Portuguese? TAKE THE QUIZ TO FIND OUT 11300-50; Middle English, from Anglo-French, Old French
embracier, equivalent to em-em-1 - bracier to kiss, derived from the accolade both arms; see braceem-brace-a-er, adjectiveem-bracement, nounem-bracer, nom-brace-a-aeble, adjectiveembourgeoise, embwing, embowel, embowel, embower, embraceor, embracery, embracive, clutch, embrangle/ -to attempt to influence
(a judge or jury) by corrupt means.21400-1450; Late Medium English: influence, prejudge, bribe (a jury), perhaps the same word as embrace1, influenced by embrasen to set fire to (French embracing;see em-1, ember)Dictionary.com Unabridged Based on the Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House,
Inc. 2021grasp, adopt, receive, welcome, accept, enjoy, take, have, marry, embody, treat, nuzzle, lock, clinch, bend, wrap, caress, cradle, hang on, entwineIs there is a chance that potential hope 2016 will hold up to the right and paid sick leave? The question is whether we will see regime changes in Hamas and Israel
that embrace lasting peace? We joyfully hoist our egg nog into the air, kiss each other, and raise our voices out of the air in Sanders to do this, he said, he would have to embrace a radically different form of politics. Branch helped women feel beautiful by encouraging them to embrace their natural self as she had done.
You enter the mouth of a valley; the hills leave their arms to kiss you, and you consciously enter a new world. Fearing that if he put his arms around her, he would feel me, Kathleen stood up and allowed her to kiss her. Japheth in search of a father Frederick Marryat Amid my concentrated rage, I was forced to move it
forward and kiss him, and there was an end of happiness for the day. Tales And Novels, Volume 8 (of 10) Maria EdgeworthIt immediately understood her permission and threw herself into her lover's embrace. Daughter of Monte Cristo Edmund FlaggHe leaned towards her and, throwing his arms around her, tried again
to bring her back into her embrace, but she resisted. The Black Pearl Ms. Wilson Woodrow (also intr) (of one person) to take or clasp (another person) in the arms, or (of two people) to hug each other, as in affection, greeting, etc.; hugto accept (an opportunity, a challenge, etc.) willingly or eagerly to take (a new idea,
faith, etc.); adoptto embrace Judaïsmeto understand or include as part of the integralgeology embraces the science of mineralogy (often plural) euphemism embraceable sexual intercourse, adjectivembrace, nounembracer, nomC14: from Old French embracier, from em--brace a pair of arms, from Latin bracchia arms(tr)
criminal law to commit or attempt to commit embracery against (a jury, etc.)C15: back formation from embraceorCollins English Dictionary - Complete and Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons and Co. Ltd. , 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD OF
THE DAYaoristicadjective [ey-uh-ris-tik] SEE DEFINITIONWe are redefining learning Learning how© 2021 Dictionary.com, LLC verb to get help or benefit from something verb to get an advantage or have a positive feeling when you do something verb to get an advantage or an advantage for yourself verb to use a
situation so that you get benefit from it, even if it is wrong or unfair to make that verb to take advantage of an opportunity when it happens phrase to use a situation or a situation opportunity to get what you want sentence to act quickly in order to use an opportunity that may not be available later sentence to accept
something quickly and enthusiastically 1 to put arms around and press firmly on being finally reunited, the delighted father kissed his son pinch, cling, cradle, grab, grab, hold, hold embosom, encircle, entwine, wrap, swindle, caress, nestlé, nuzzle, pat, pet, snuggle, caress 2 to surround or closely cover the stone walls
that embrace the monastery serve to symbolize its function as a retreat from a quiet world breast, bower, circumfuse, cocoon, embosom, embfed (also enclose), encompass, wrap, wrap, enswathe, wrap, enwrap, invest, involve, turn, coat, silencer, shroud, swathe, veil, wrap recess (also imbed), recessed cover, overlay,
camouflage overspread, coat, disguise, mask circle, encircle, entwine, while 3 to take for its own use (something originating from another) rap music came to be embraced by people who were away from the places where it came , arrogate, take over, spoof absorb, assimilate, incorporate, quote cultivate, follow, take into
account, honor raising, fostering, feeding, raising, rear affect, assume, copying, imitating, pretending, putting, simulating abandonment, abandoning, giving up, rejecting, renouncing, repudiating, rejecting, throwing, junk, throw 4 to receive or accept willingly or easily the exchange student was happy to be so quickly
embraced by the people of the small rural community , choose, cull, decide (on), elect, handpick, name, opt (for), choose, select, choose (out), take 5 to have in a whole a course of social studies can embrace everything, from sociology to civic education and economics make up, constitute, form, do assimilate, embody,
integrate, integrate the ban, bar, bar, exclude, prevent, ban to eliminate, except, exclude 6 to form a circle around a sleepy village embraced by hills , compass, encircle, enclose (also lock), encompass, about, belt, belt, ring, surround, crown page 2 2
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